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Artsyl Technologies, Inc. to Sponsor Evolution 2017, Altec’s Annual
Conference for DocLink Customers and Partners
Artsyl Technologies, Inc. will demonstrate Artsyl’s intelligent

capture platform docAlpha and InvoiceAction

application for accounts payable at Evolution 2017 from March 20th-23rd, 2017 in Newport Beach, CA.

ONTARIO, CANADA (March 20, 2017) — Artsyl Technologies, Inc.™, a leading global provider of smart
process technology for data capture and document workflow processing, announced today its sponsorship of
Evolution 2017, Altec’s annual DocLink customer conference. The event will take place from March 20th-23rd,
2017 in Newport Beach, CA at the Newport Beach Marriott Resort and Spa.
DocLink document management is a powerful solution that allows organizations to transform outdated business
practices to increase efficiency in the workplace. Streamlining document routing and automating workflows
supports corporate compliance while providing secure and easy access to all documents. Evolution 2017 will unite
DocLink users and partners for four invaluable days of learning and networking. With a schedule boasting a
convenient Expo center, technical help at DocLink Interact and 40+ expert-led sessions on separate, focused
tracks, the event aims to help businesses progress with actionable takeaways.
Channel partners will have the opportunity to take advantage of tracks designed specifically to equip resellers with
the best tools and strategies to deliver first class solutions, such as DocLink and docAlpha, to their clients.
DocLink users will learn how to expand and optimize their systems, explore creative ideas on new use cases,
hear best practices from other DocLink users, discover the complementary applications of ISVs such as Artsyl
Technologies, Inc and be inspired to evolve their businesses as DocLink grows with them.
Artsyl Technologies, Inc will showcase Artsyl’s docAlpha intelligent capture platform that reduces manual
document handling, eliminates data entry, increases data accuracy, accelerates workflows and ensures standards
compliance at Evolution 2017. In addition to exhibiting each day in the Expo center, Artsyl will present a breakout
session on Wednesday, March 22 from 11am – 12pm. titled Automation and Operational Excellence Beyond
Accounts Payable.
During the session, Jeff Moore, Chief Sales Officer of Artsyl Technologies will overview Operational challenges for
data- and document-dependent processes, Business Process Automation as a strategic, competitive advantage
and risks and ROI of AP Automation.
“Last year’s inaugural Evolution conference was a giant success, providing our customer and partners with
important information about our flagship DocLink solution,” stated Don Howren, President and COO at Altec. We
are delighted to once again be able to offer our customers and partners the information and support vital to grow
business through DocLink and complementary applications such as Artsyl’s docAlpha smart process platform”
For more information about Evolution 2017, please visit http://www.doclinkevolution.com.
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About Artsyl Technologies, Inc.
Artsyl Technologies, Inc. is the innovative company behind the docAlpha Intelligent Capture platform. For over 10
years Artsyl has been designing, building and innovating technology used by companies globally to reduce their
document processing burdens. Whether you have Accounts Payable Invoices, Sales Orders or Remittances
docAlpha is designed to make their processing easy. docAlpha can be used in any business process to automate
the classification, data extraction, validation and routing of mission critical information to its proper line-ofbusiness application. docAlpha is a state-of-the-art IDR platform designed using Microsoft .NET and a Services
Oriented Architecture (SOA) which allows it to scale up for Enterprise level On-Premise deployment or be used as
a CLOUD based SaaS solution. docAlpha is sold through distributors and VARs globally. Visit
http://www.artsyltech.com for more information.

About Altec
Altec is a leading provider of integrated document management and workflow solutions. Its flagship product,
DocLink, enables companies to capture, archive, workflow, and route any document for any process, anywhere.
Connecting data for thousands of customers globally, Altec also enjoys strong, collaborative partnerships with
ERP solution providers such as Amtech, Epicor, Microsoft, Sage, and SAP B1 to provide the most comprehensive
enterprise document management solution. Learn more at http://www.altec-inc.com
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